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SDP Memo Disclaimer
The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research done by
members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the SDP design or SDP
process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not the whole of the SDP.
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Introduction
As part of scale out prototyping efforts, the initial test based on supercomputing platform in CPU+MIC
architecture1 was designed to: develop SKA scientific data processing test verification platform based
on CPU+MIC architecture, and optimize at least 3 SKA key algorithms on the CPU+MIC test verification
platform.
The test verification system based on CPU+MIC architecture is an important part of the SDP
Architecture. It provides the mechanism for executing pipelines at scale in the SDP, using data-parallel
processing techniques. The architecture has been proposed to allow the SDP to use CPU+MIC
architecture supercomputing platform, while processing data.
The software determines the hardware, which is especially evident when designing scientific data
processing test verification systems. The data processing algorithms (Gridding, Degridding, and
deConvolution) account for more than half of the computation in SKA Scientific Data Processing (SDP).
Evaluating and optimizing these applications, both in terms of computational efficiency and economics,
will provide an important reference for SKA's scientific data processing test verification system.

Scenarios
Gridding Algorithm
Gridding is a very important step in the process of generating sky observation images and one of the
most time consuming steps. After the data generated by the radio telescope is processed by
correlation, integration, etc., it needs to be convolved onto the UV grid, and then Fourier transform
can be performed to obtain the sky observation image [RD02]. The process of convolving onto the UV
grid is Gridding. The compute algorithm as follow [RD03]:
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∫

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

∫

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠(𝑢 − 𝑥, 𝑣 − 𝑦) × 𝐶(−𝑥, −𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦

(1)

−𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 −𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡

𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 × (𝑥 × 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 1) × (2 × 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 1)

(2)

And the core code of gridding algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
void Benchmark::gridKernel(const int support,
const Value* C,
Value* grid, const int gSize){
const int sSize = 2 * support + 1;
for (int dind = 0; dind < nSamples*nChan; ++dind) {
// The actual grid point from which we offset
int gind = samples[dind].iu + gSize * samples[dind].iv - support;
// The Convoluton function point from which we offset
int cind = samples[dind].cOffset;
for (int suppv = 0; suppv < sSize; suppv++) {
Value* gptr = &grid[gind];
const Value* cptr = &C[cind];
const Value d = samples[dind].data;
for (int suppu = 0; suppu < sSize; suppu++) {
*(gptr++) += d * (*(cptr++));
}
gind += gSize;
cind += sSize;
}
}
}

Figure 1 Gridding algorithm core code
1
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Degridding Algorithm
Degridding is a concrete implementation of the de-grid operation in SKA. The Degridding program
called in the runDegrid() function can convolve a series of computed sampling points that have been
mapped onto a 4096×4096 grid (u, v). And the (2*support+1)2 size convolution kernel is de-grid
operation and restored to the original size grid [RD05]. The specific transformation process is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 The process of Degridding transforming through convolution kernel

The Degridding calculation core consists of three calculation loops. The outermost loop is the dind
calculation loop. The calculation amount is nChan* nSamples, where nSamples is the number of data
samples and nChan is the number of spectral channels. The middle loop is the suppv calculation loop,
and the calculation amount is convolution. The length of the X (/Y) axis of the kernel; the innermost
cycle suppu calculation cycle, the calculation amount is the length of the Y (/X) axis of the convolution
kernel, the specific code is shown in Figure 3:
for (int suppv = 0; suppv < sSize; suppv++) {
#ifdef USEBLAS
Value dot;
CDOTU_SUB(sSize, &grid[gind], 1, &C[cind], 1, &dot);
Data[dind] += dot;
#else
Value* gptr = &grid[gind];
const Value* cptr = &C[cind];
const Value d = samples[dind].data;
for (int suppu = 0; suppu < sSize; suppu++) {
*(gptr++) += d * (*(cptr++));
}
#endif
gind += gSize;
cind += sSize;
}
Figure 3 Degridding calculation core program processing diagram

Deconvolution Algorithm
DeConvolution is one of the key algorithms in the pipeline imaging process in SKA, and its calculations
account for about 20% of the entire SKA scientific data processing [RD06]. Call the deconvolve function
in the deConvolution program. As shown in Figure 4
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for (unsigned int i = 0; i < g_niters; ++i) {
// Find the peak in the residual image
float absPeakVal = 0.0;
size_t absPeakPos = 0;
findPeak(residual, absPeakVal, absPeakPos);
// Check if threshold has been reached
if (abs(absPeakVal) < g_threshold) {
cout << "Reached stopping threshold" << endl;
break;
}
// Add to model
model[absPeakPos] += absPeakVal * g_gain;
// Subtract the PSF from the residual image
subtractPSF (psf, psfWidth, residual, dirtyWidth, absPeakPos, psfPeakPos, absPeakVal, g_gain);
}
Figure 4 DeConvolution algorithm computing code

From above figure, you can see that the calculation core consists of g_niters iterations. The following
operations are performed for each iteration. The program flow chart is shown in Figure 5[RD07]:
BEGIN

Load Dirty image and
PSF image
Creat Residual Image and
initialized as Dirty image

i < num_iterations

Write images out

Find the peak of the
PSF image

END

Find the peak in the
residual image
i ++

Figure 5 deConvolution algorithm calculation core flow chart

(1) Find by findPeak function, the maximum value of the residual image data, and the maximum index,
findPeak algorithm will traverse each value of the residual image data, and return the maximum
value of the absolute value of the pixel value in the residual image data and the corresponding
index value.
(2) Update the value of the model output image data array;
(3) Find the part of the image that needs to be updated according to the maximum value and index
of the residual image in the subtractPSF function, and update the residual image data. As shown,
it can be seen that the algorithm calculates according to the maximum index in the residual,
calculates the image area that needs to be updated, and then updates the image data in the area.
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Algorithm Analysis Results
Bottleneck and difficulty
The Inspur team thoroughly analyzed these applications and found their own bottlenecks [RD01].
The calculation process of Gridding and Degridding is essentially two-dimensional convolution. For
gridding algorithm, each (u, v) space sample point is convolved with a two-dimensional window, and
the convolution result is mapped to a regular two-dimensional grid. Due to the randomness of the
sampling points in the (u, v) space, the computational features exhibited by Gridding and Degridding
algorithms are memory-intensive, that is, the memory access performance is the bottleneck of these
algorithms. For the deConvolution application, the calculation process is divided into two steps. The
first step is to find the position of the largest pixel value in the input image, and the second step is to
deconvolute the maximum position and the surrounding area in the image. For the MIC architecture,
the difficulty of optimization lies in the large number of logical decisions in the first step.

Performance Optimized on CPU+MIC architecture
Gridding algorithm Optimize
(1) We need to determine the data partitioning scheme of the gridding software calculation kernel.
For parallel software design, the data partitioning scheme determines the parallelization scheme.
This paper will present a scheme based on two-dimensional data partitioning. Its purpose is to
improve the locality of data to improve memory access efficiency.
(2) According to the data partitioning scheme, the parallelization scheme of the gridding is
determined. Since the gridding software is an MPI parallel software and the computing tasks in
each MPI process are the same, the parallelization design of this paper focuses on the multi-thread
parallelization design within a single MPI process. This step is implemented using OpenMP. Later,
combined with the characteristics of the MIC platform, the following two optimization methods
are mainly used:
a) The main working array of Gridding needs to be optimized on MIC chipset’s multi-level cache
to improve its memory access performance.
b) Combine the vectorization features of MIC chipset to vectorize the gridding software.
(3) In order to further improve the memory access efficiency of Gridding, this paper also developed a
fast sorting algorithm for Gridding. By sorting the data, the jump step size of its memory access is
reduced, and the performance of the gridding is further improved.
(4) In order to solve the memory write conflict problem of Gridding caused by the parallelization
process, this paper also proposes a method of using temporary buffer. This method not only
completely avoids write conflicts logically, but also does not require synchronous operations.

Degridding algorithm Optimize
(1) Use the schedule clause of OpenMP parallel construction to allocate the data with the calculation
amount of nChan* nSamples to different threads. For the case that the calculation load in the loop
is unbalanced, avoid causing the threads to wait for each other, and use the dynamic scheduling
in the schedule. Dynamic dynamically schedules iterations based on operational state and system
resources;
(2) Use the OpenMP “simd” instruction to group the operations in the for-loop. Each thread executes
several data blocks according to the OpenMP runtime. Each thread will use the “simd” instruction
to execute the next loop and let Each thread uses a vectorization instruction to speed up the loop;
(3) Use the SSE intrinsic instruction “_mm_prefetch” to optimize the memory copy. Before the CPU
manipulates the data, the data is actively loaded into the cache, the Cache Miss Count is reduced,
and the calculation operation in the loop is accelerated to obtain performance improvement.
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(4) Configure MCDRAM to be in cache mode. The entire MCDRAM can be used as the last level cache
between L2 cache and DDR4 memory, which expands the cache level and makes the memory
allocation more transparent.
(5) Compiling with the Intel AVX512 instruction set greatly improves the existing simd instruction set
to improve the computational performance of the program. Among them, the VPU of Intel Xeon
Phi supports 512 bit vector instruction set extension.

Deconvolution algorithm Optimize
(1) Vectorization Optimization Implementation. We can implement vectorization through compile
options, make full use of the AVX512 instruction set on KNL, and improve the performance of the
program through high vectorization.
(2) Thread load balancing implementation. The load between threads can be realized by dividing the
image data by OpenMP static scheduling and balancing.
(3) Cache Optimization Implementation. MCDRAM has a bandwidth of about 500 GB/s, which is
almost 4 to 5 times that of DDR4 memory. Frequently accessed data is allocated in MCDRAM by
using the Memkind Library to fully use high bandwidth characteristics of MCDRAM.

Computational performance comparison
This memo uses two test platforms, one is a two-way CPU server, and the other is a MIC prototype
system. The hardware parameters of the two test platforms are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Hardware parameters of the two test platforms
Hardware Configuration
2*Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v3 @ 2.40GHz
CPU
256GB memory DDR4
64*Intel(R) Genuine Intel(R) CPU 0000 @ 1.30GHz
MIC
48GB memory DDR4 + 16GB MCDRAM

Gridding algorithm
The (𝑢, 𝑣) samples data is randomly obtained by the Benchmark program. This work is tested with
two different sample sizes in Table 2.
Test data
Data1
Data2

Table 2 Test data
Input Samples size
160000
1600000

Output image size
40962 pixels
40962 pixels

On a single node, we run the Gridding program on the CPU and MIC platform respectively. On the CPU
platform, we tested both the original version of the Gridding program and the optimized multithreaded version of the program. It is worth mentioning that the original version of the Gridding
program is serial in nature. It makes full use of the computing resources on the CPU platform by calling
the MPI library and simultaneously opening multiple processes to complete multiple independent jobs.
On the MIC platform, there are 64 cores, and each core can execute four threads. So, the total number
of threads can reach 256.

Platform

CPU
(Original)
CPU

Table 3 Single node test results on CPU and MIC platforms
Data1
Threads/Processes
number
Time(s)
Rate(million/s)
Time(s)
1
6.07
439
60.52
2
5.64
944
56.24
4
6.11
1743
62.91
8
8.82
2415
89.5
12
13.5
2367
150.48
1
2.29
1163
22.01
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(Optimized)

2
4
8
12
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256

MIC

1.18
0.63
0.39
0.3
4.73
2.85
1.57
0.84
0.48
0.34
0.28
0.4
0.7

2256
4226
6827
8875
563
934
1686
3170
5547
7831
9510
6656
3804

11.16
5.67
3.35
2.43
43.41
25.25
13.77
6.96
3.58
1.88
1.16
1.66
2.07

(a)

2386
4696
7948
10957
613
1054
1934
3826
7437
14163
22953
16040
12863

(b)

Figure 6 CPU and MIC single node performance comparison

From the above contrast result we can see that:
(1) The multi-threaded version of the program, whether on the CPU platform or the MIC platform,
has a significant improvement in the performance of the original Gridding program. In terms of
the single-process results shown above, the "Gridding rate" increased by about 4.6 times on the
CPU platform and about 9.6 times on MIC platform.
(2) For Gridding single-process multi-threaded programs, the performance on MIC is better than that
of CPUs. For Data1, the performance of MIC is slightly better than that of CPU. For the example of
Data2, the number of calculation points increases, and the amount of calculation increases. MIC
has obvious advantages over CPU, and its performance exceeds that of CPU by more than twice.

Degridding algorithm
In this work, we run original and optimized version Degridding programs on the CPU and MIC platforms,
respectively. This work is tested with two different sample sizes in Table 1. For the CPU platform, we
tested the original version of the Degridding program and the optimized multi-threaded version of the
program. Since the original version of the Degridding program is a serial program, we open the MPI
library at the same time. The process completes multiple independent tasks to achieve the full use of
computing resources on the CPU platform.
Table 4 Single node performance test results on CPU and MIC platforms
Degridding Rate (MIC) for Data1(160,000) with Hyper-Threading
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

np=1

366.122

681.012

1177.08

2360.43

4671.16

9181.24

16435.6

np=2

681.485

1315.24

2510.93

4787.02

8610.24

16435.6
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np=4

1363.32

2589.35

4945.92

9632.61

np=8

2703.11

5032.73

9441.7

18399.2

np=16

4771.61

8592.37

17872.4

np=32

9420.82

17381.1

18101.38

247.565
493.181
985.723
1639.1

np=48

2323.69
Degridding Rate (MIC) for Data2(1,600,000) with Hyper-Threading
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

np=1

344.230

682.338

1148.53

2190.37

4213.72

8897.32

16422.16

np=2

680.072

1314.336

2315.75

4373.86

8730.25

15652.7

np=4

1353.883

2566.437

4667.24

8429.75

17992.73

np=8

2656.34

5012.64

9338.70

18316.6

np=16

4610.24

8160.29

17896.2

np=32

9317.80

17213.16

np=48

Degridding (CPU)
61.1596
122.102
246.233
490.07
979.615
1636.3
2310.68

It can be seen from the comparison of test results:
(1) Compared with the serial version program, the optimized Degridding program has greatly
improved the computation performance. The performance of "Degridding Rate" on the MIC
platform is approximately 7.07 times that of the serial version.
(2) When np value increased from 1 to 32, the optimal calculation value in the test result of the
number of threads from 1 to 64 is turned on. According to the specific test results in the table, for
the data set Data1, when the number of processes np<= 32, the test results show better scalability,
and achieve the highest computing performance when np=8, thread_num=8, the “Degridding
Rate” achieved 18399.2, compared with np=1, thread_num=1 in the parallel program, the
performance is improved by about 50.25 times. For the data set Data2, when the number of
processes np<=32, the test result can guarantee a certain scalability, and achieve the highest
computing performance when np=8, thread_num=8, Degridding Rate=18316.6.

Deconvolution algorithm
On a single node, we run the multi-threaded version of the deConvolution program on the CPU and
MIC platforms, respectively.
Platform

CPU

KNL

Table 5 Single node test results on CPU and MIC platforms
Threads
Time(s)
Cleaning rate
number
(1000 iterations)
( iterations/s)
1
69.28
14.4342
2
34.72
28.8018
4
18.08
55.3097
8
9.48
105.485
16
5.54
180.505
32
4.24
235.849
48
3.63
275.482
1
16.11
62.0732
2
10.62
94.162
4
5.63
177.62
8
2.94
340.136
16
1.56
641.026
32
0.9
1111.11
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64
128
256

0.63
0.68
0.7

1587.3
1470.59
1428.57

(1) On the MIC platform, the multi-threaded version of the program has a much better performance
than the serial version. As can be seen from the results in the table, the "Cleaning rate" is 1587.3
when 64 threads are turned on, and the serial version on the MIC platform is about 12.0758, and
the computation performance on the MIC platform is increased by 131.4 times.
(2) For deConvolution multithreaded programs, performance on MIC is better than CPU performance.
According to the contrast result in Table 5, the best performance is 275.482 when 48 threads are
executed on the CPU platform, and the best performance is 1587.3 when 64 threads are executed
on the MIC platform. The computation performance of the optimized Deconvolution program on
the MIC platform is equivalent to approximately 5.76 times on CPU platform.

Conclusion
By building an additional eight-node test verification system based on the latest KNM products. Based
on the KNM node, the optimization of key algorithms (Gridding, Degridding and deConvolution) are
carried out. The current results are shown on the KNM chip. After deep optimization, parallel data
capabilities have been significantly improved. Compared with the CPU platform, the energy efficiency
ratio has increased by at least 3 times.
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